Simulation of the effects of mechanical nonhomogeneities on expiratory flow from human lungs.
A computational model for expiration from lungs with mechanical nonhomogeneities was used to investigate the effect of such nonhomogeneities on the distribution of expiratory flow and the development of alveolar pressure differences between regions. The nonhomogeneities used were a modest constriction of the peripheral airways and a 50% difference in compliance between regions. The model contains only two mechanically different regions but allows these to be as grossly distributed as left lung-right lung or to be distributed as a set of identical pairs of parallel nonhomogeneous regions with flows from each merging in a specified bronchial generation. The site of flow merging had no effect on the flow-volume curve but had a significant effect on the development of alveolar pressure differences (delta PA). With the peripheral constriction, greater values of delta PA developed when flows were merged peripherally rather than centrally. The opposite was true in the case of a compliance nonhomogeneity. The delta PA values were smaller at submaximal flows. Plots of delta PA vs. lung volume were similar to those obtained experimentally. These results were interpreted in terms of the expression used for the fluid mechanics of the merging flows. delta PA was greater when the viscosity of the expired gas was increased or when its density was reduced. Partial forced expirations were shown to indicate the presence of mechanical nonhomogeneity.